Located at the Northern end of Caves Road, in the Margaret River wine region, our approach is to
capture and produce honest wines that express the characteristics of the vintage in which they
were grown. Our name celebrates the creative and skilled balancing act performed by nature
and our winemaking team, to deliver well structured wines that are fresh and flavoursome with
style and finesse. To achieve this, there is a clear understanding that...
what is lost on the roundabouts,
we pick up on the swings!

2014 Shiraz
WINEMAKER’S NOTES
This is an excellent example of the style of Northern Margaret River
Shiraz. Medium bodied, with very attractive spice and dark pepper
fruit flavours, it has a rich fleshy palate and balanced tannin
persistence. Fine and warm vintage conditions prevailed – ideal for
this variety in the region.

TASTING NOTES
Colour: Very deep crimson purple - red with a dark core and edge.
Aroma: Rich lifted aromas of spice and dark fruits with some fine
American oak. Some earthiness and complexity, this is a fine, fleshy
expression of Shiraz.
Palate: Rich and layered fruit, fine tannins across the palate are
backed up by concentrated dark and juicy fruit flavours.
Food matching: Wagyu Beef or Game Meats.
Cellaring: Five years with ease.
Alcohol: 14.0% vol. Standard drinks: approx. 8.3

TECHNICAL NOTES
Region: Margaret River
Vintage notes: A top red year in Margaret River, producing red wines that are soft fleshy and
expressive. A warm start was followed by a fine weather all the way through to see reds with rich
soft tannins and bright varietal flavours.
Composition: 100% Shiraz
Winemaking: Picked early morning, grapes were crushed directly to open fermenters with about
20% going to new American Oak after pressing. At the conclusion of 12 months maturation, the
wine was racked, clarified and bottled.
pH: 3.51
Acidity: 6.40 g/l
Residual sugar: Dry
Closure: Screw cap

